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THE WHIPPLE FAMILY AND SURNAME

We had previously undertaken two programmes of genealogical research on the origins
of John Whipple, who sailed to Massachusetts on 16 September 1632 on the Lyon. The results
of this research were set out in our reports of February 1988 and March 1990. We were now
asked to address specific questions about the early history of the name Whipple in England.
We were provided with the following three documents:
1. An extract from an article written in 1997 by the late Blaine Whipple and posted on
the website www.whipple.org. This referred to three separate assertions, which may
be regarded as family traditions:
(a) That the surname Whipple ‘originated with – a gentleman of Normandy of the
Vale de Suede, who was knighted on the battle field of Agincourt (1415) and
given the motto ‘Fidele et Brave’ and granted the manorial estates of Wraxall, and
that the name was anglicized into Whipple in the time of Henry VII (1485–1509).’
(b) That an account of the aristocratic colonial families was compiled by G P R James
while he was British Consul at Norfolk, Virginia, including a Whipple family
history from the time of William the Conqueror to the seventeenth century.
(c) That the account described in (b) was held by ‘the ancient library in Birmingham,
England’, which was also the ‘repository of the manuscripts by Dougdale and
Thorpe (source of the De V Hipple information)’.
Blaine Whipple had contacted a librarian at the Bodleian Library in Oxford, who was
unable to find any corresponding records.
2. A copy of the entry for ‘Whipple of Dickleburgh’ from Norfolk Families, which
formed part of the Appendix of our report dated February 1988 (regrettably without
proper bibliographical reference). We have reproduced this as Appendix A to this
present report.
3. A copy of a Visitation pedigree ‘Whypple’, which was similarly provided in our report
dated February 1988. This is reproduced as Appendix B of this present report.
We were asked to establish the primary source of the information in (1) above.
With regard to items (2) and (3) above, we were asked to address the following questions:
(i)
(ii)

The meaning of the abbreviated references to ‘Harl’ and ‘Cooke’.
Why an ‘Old and New Coat’ of arms were granted. ‘Burks general armory states
that it was granted to two family names ‘Whipple and Whipley’ but why?’
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(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

The meaning of the entry in the Visitation pedigree (3) ‘Frances, da. & sole heir,
ward to the King’.
Whether (3) refers to the original and only coat of arms granted to families named
Whipple.
Can a drawing of the New Coat be provided?
What original sources would the Whipple grantee of arms have provided to the
Heralds?

We have addressed each of these queries, using the numbering systems shown above.

Part One: Origins of the Surname Whipple
We noted that there were two separate allusions to the question of early Whipple origins
on the website www.whipple.org. The content of these two versions largely (but not entirely)
overlaps. To avoid further confusion, we reproduce both versions below:
Was Henri De V. Hipple the First Whipple? 1
Some authors1,2 claim, without documentation, that the Whipple family originated with Henri
De V. Hipple, a gentleman of Normandy of the Vale de Suere (or Vale de Suede), who was
knighted on the battle field of Agincourt (1415) and given the motto "Fidele et Brave" and
granted the manorial estates of Wraxall, and that the name was anglicized into Whipple in the
time of Henry VII (1485-1509).
William Hodges, assistant librarian of England's Bodelian Library, responded that he could
find no confirming records. The "ancient" library in Birmingham, England, is supposedly the
repository of manuscripts by Dougdale and Thorpe (source of the De V. Hipple information)
and an account of the aristocratic colonial families compiled by G.P.R. James while he was
British Consul at Norfolk, VA. The history of the Virginia branch of the Whipple family is
said to have begun at the time of William the Conqueror, and continued to the time of Col.
John Whipple of the Prince Rupert's Division of the Cavaliers who emigrated to Virginia in
1662. The Birmingham library’s holdings are unavailable through interlibrary loan. I was
unaware of their existence while in England, so am unable to confirm their existence. If any
readers have access to Birmingham's ancient library (and the Dougdale and Thorpe
manuscripts and G.P.R. James account), I would appreciate receiving copies from you.
The claim that the name was anglicized in the time of Henry VII is doubtful, as there are
records which show the Whipple name (with various spellings) in 1385, 1408, 1446, 1450,
1453, 1486, 1489, and 14963.
Note 1: Charles H. Whipple, Genealogy of the Whipple-Wright, Wagner, Ward-Pell, McLeanBurnet Families Together with Records of Allied Families (Los Angeles, 1917). Relates to the
family of Capt. John Whipple of Providence, R.I.
Note 2: Clara Hammond McGuigan, The Antecedents and Descendants of Noah Whipple of the
Rogerene Community at Quakertown, Connecticut (Ithaca, NY, 1971). Relates to the family of
Capt. John Whipple of Providence, R.I.
1

https://www.whipple.org/blaine/overview.html#1CharlesHWhipple.
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Note 3: Mary Lovering Holman and George R. Marvin, editors, Abstracts of English Records,
Gathered Principally in Devonshire and Essex in a Search for the Ancestry of Roger Dearing c.
1624-1676 and Matthew Whipple c. 1560-1618 (Boston, 1929).

The Whipple Family in England 2
… It is said in the Virginia branch of the Whipple family, that a history of the family from
the time of William the Conqueror down to the time of Col. John Whipple of Prince
Rupert’s division of the Cavaliers, who emigrated to Virginia in 1662, can be found in the
ancient Library at Birmingham, England, where the Dugdale and Thorpe MSS. are
deposited, which manuscripts give a full account of the aristocratic Colonial families, and
were collected by G.P.R. James while British consul at Norfolk, Virginia.
This history relates, it is further said, that the Whipple family originated with Henri De V:
Hipple, a gentlemen [sic] of Normandy of the Vale de Suere (or Vale de Suede). For his
gallantry he was granted the manorial estates of Wraxall--taking the name of Wraxall.
Richard Wraxall--that is, Richard de V: Hipple--was knighted on the battlefield of
Agincourt, and given the motto: "Fidele et Brave." Leaving Wraxall on account of
persecution, the name of De V: Hipple was resumed, which in the time of Henry VII.
(1485-1509), was anglicized into Whipple.

Full bibliographical details are given for two previous sources that refer to the story of
‘Henri De V Hipple’. We have disregarded the second of these, which is relatively modern
(1971); the first was Charles H Whipple’s Genealogy of the Whipple-Wright … Families,
(1917). We were able to access this work online and found the relevant section on page 5.
This reads as follows:
The Whipple family originated with Henri DeV. Hipple, a gentleman of Normandy of the
Vale de Suere (or Vale de Suede). For his gallantry he was granted the Manorial Estates
of Wraxall – taking the name of Wraxall. Richard Wraxall – that is, Richard DeV. Hipple
– was knighted on the battle field of Agincourt, and given the motto: “Fidele et Brave”.
Leaving Wraxall on account of persecution, the name of DeV. Hipple was resumed, which
in the time of Henry VII (1485–1509) was anglicized into Whipple. 3

The reference to Wraxall is probably to the manor of that name in Dorset (not South Wraxall
in Wiltshire, which belonged to the Long family from the early fifteenth century). The existing
manor house was built in the early seventeenth century, it is thought for William Lawrence. 4
We then searched more widely in genealogical publications available online, to see if
we could find an earlier version of this story. We found it in the following publication, which
comprises a number of articles of different dates:
Under ‘General Whipple’s Ancestors’, https://www.whipple.org/william/ancestors.
Charles H. Whipple, Genealogy of the Whipple-Wright, Wagner, Ward-Pell, McLean-Burnet Families Together
with Records of Allied Families (Los Angeles, 1917), page 5.
4
Historicengland.org.uk.
2
3
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Joseph Foster, The Soldiers’ Memorial
(Portsmouth, New Hampshire, 1893–1921: Storer Post, No 1, Department of New
Hampshire) 5
It is said in the Virginia branch of the Whipple family, that a history of the family from
the time of William the Conqueror down to the time of Col. John Whipple of Prince
Rupert’s division of the Cavaliers, who emigrated to Virginia in 1662, can be found in the
ancient Library at Birmingham, England, where the Dugdale and Thorpe MSS are
deposited, which manuscripts give a full account of the aristocratic Colonial families, and
were collected by G. P. R. James while British consul at Norfolk, Virginia.
This history relates, it is further said, that the Whipple family originated with Henri De V:
Hipple, a gentleman of Normandy of the Vale de Suere (or Vale de Suede). For his
gallantry he was granted the manorial estates of Wraxall – taking the name of Wraxall.
Richard Wraxall – that is, Richard de V: Hipple – was knighted on the battle of Agincourt,
and given the motto: “Fidele et Brave”. Leaving Wraxall on account of persecution, the
name of De V: Hipple was resumed, which in the time of Henry VII (1485–1509), was
anglicized into Whipple.

These two paragraphs are from the article ‘General Whipple’s Ancestors’ (pp 27-33) which
comes under the general heading of ‘Addenda relating to the Whipple and Farragut Portraits,
General Whipple’s Ancestors and James Russell Lowell’. This in turn lies within the article
(compiled by Joseph Foster) ‘Whipple and Farragut: their portraits presented to the City by
Storer Post’ [in 1891] (pages 5–22). The section on ‘General Whipple’s Ancestors’ was
printed elsewhere, and it is reproduced at www.whipple.org/william/ancestors, with reference
made to another version of the article, ‘The Presentation of the Portraits of General William
Whipple…’.
It now appeared that Joseph Foster was probably the author of the two paragraphs that
form the substance of Blaine Whipple’s online article, and that they were first published in
around 1891. Joseph Foster (1841–1930) eventually became an Admiral in the US Navy; he
was born in Gloucester, MA, and died in Portsmouth, NH. 6 He was probably drawing upon
informal writings and oral tradition rather than published works, and the oral tradition has a
habit of transforming and distorting material.
G P R James, to whom Foster alludes, was George Payne Rainsford James (1801–1860),
a prolific novelist and writer of historical fiction. He served as British Consul in Norfolk, VA,
from 1852 to 1858, and in 1836 was appointed Historiographer Royal. 7 We found that there
An edition of this work is available via print on demand via AbeBooks for about £30. We read it at
babel.hathitrust.org.
6
‘Portsmouth Athenaeum’, Athenaeum.pastperfectonline.com.
7
Samuel Carter Hall, ‘G P R James’, Victorianweb.org; ‘George Payne Rainsford James’, Wikipedia.
5
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is a small collection of his letters in the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (Yale
University). A search of the Yale University Library online catalogue found nothing of
obvious relevance to colonial families. A single letter from James exists in the Duyckinck
Family Papers (New York Public Library), and this has been digitised; it contains nothing of
relevance to the present question. A search of the Library of Congress online catalogue found
nothing relevant under G P R James except his novels. We also identified the ‘G P R James
Collection’, which consists principally of the correspondence (including a large file of letters
to the publisher Charles Ollier), held at Princeton University Library. This does not appear to
contain anything of immediate relevance to our search. G P R James is not well documented
in secondary sources. As a historical writer, it is certainly not unlikely that he took an interest
in the background of the Virginian families among whom he briefly lived, but we have not
been able to identify any published work or manuscript that contains the histories of such
families. It may be that a physical investigation of his papers at Princeton University would
yield something of interest.
Joseph Foster refers to an ‘ancient library at Birmingham, England’, which he describes
as the repository of a history of the Whipple family in England from 1066 to 1662. The next
section of this paragraph is garbled, either by Foster himself or his Virginian sources. It
appears to suggest that G P R James collected the ‘Dugdale and Thorpe MSS,’ containing the
histories of ‘aristocratic colonial families’, while James was serving as Consul in the 1850s,
and deposited them thereafter in a Birmingham library. None of this really makes sense, and
there is no obvious ‘ancient library’ in Birmingham. The allusion to Dugdale is presumably
to Sir William Dugdale (1605–1686), herald and antiquary, who was certainly from
Warwickshire (in which county Birmingham is situated). In the turbulent 1640s, William
Dugdale travelled around London, the midlands and the north of England, collecting and
recording memorial inscriptions and coats of arms in churches and cathedrals, fearing that
many of these would shortly be destroyed or damaged. His own estate was subsequently
confiscated and he was confined to royalist Oxford where, as Chester Herald, he spent his time
studying charters and deeds, and the history of titled families, in the libraries there. The fruits
of his long labours were eventually published, and in 1677 Dugdale became both Garter King
of Arms (senior Herald) and a knight. When he died, his manuscripts were deposited in the
Ashmolean Museum in Oxford, and in 1858 they were transferred to the Bodleian Library,
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Oxford University. 8 Thus, while Dugdale certainly collected the histories of aristocratic
families, he had no obvious connection with Virginia or colonial America, and his manuscripts
have been in Oxford since 1686. 9
The identity of ‘Thorpe’ is less clear. There is a collection of ‘Thorpe MSS’ in the library
of the Society of Antiquaries (London). These are the papers of the physician and antiquary
John Thorpe (1682–1750), who lived in Rochester, Kent, and appears to have had no
connection with colonial America. 10
There was also a Thomas Thorpe (1791–1851), a London bookseller who ‘went far to
cornering the market in historical, genealogical and topographical manuscripts’. 11 Again, he
has no obvious link with America.
Ancestry has created a database from the published work edited by George Norbury
Mackenzie and Nelson Osgood Rhoades, Colonial Families of the USA, 1607–1775 (7
volumes, 1912). This identified a seventeenth-century emigrant to America, Zebulon Thorp,
but we found no reference to the name Thorpe that might account for Joseph Foster’s allusion
to ‘Thorpe MSS’. Sir William Dugdale is also fleetingly mentioned in this work, in connection
with the Sewall family of Maryland (his sister Mary married Richard Sewall of Coventry).
We concluded (as presumably did Blaine Whipple) that the ‘ancient library’ referred to
was probably the Bodleian. A search at the Bodleian for Whipple family histories identified
(in addition to Joseph Foster’s The Soldiers’ Memorial, discussed above) two publications:
William Henry Whitmore (1836–1900), Memoranda relating to the Lane, Reyner
and Whipple families, Yorkshire and Massachusetts (Massachusetts: H.W. Dutton & son,
printers, 1857)
Frank V Mcdonald, Inquiries relating to the ancestors and descendants of Job Whipple:
of Cumberland, Rhode Island, and Greenwich, Washington County, New York
(Massachusetts: University Press; John Wilson & Son, 1881)

This date is from the entry in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (see below). The Bodleian Library
website states however that ‘The manuscripts were acquired by the Bodleian on 9 February 2018’.
9
Graham Parry, ‘Sir William Dugdale (1605–1686), Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (2004).
10
Norman Moore, revised by John Whyman, ‘John Thorpe (1682–1750), Oxford Dictionary of National
Biography (2004).
11
[A N L] Munby, Phillipps Studies, III, page 46, cited by manuscripts.org.uk.
8
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We examined both these works: neither dealt with the early history of the family in England.
Using digitised libraries, we also examined the following but found no discussion of the very
early history of the family in England:
Clair Anne Hemenway Newton [sic], Captain John Whipple, 1617–1685, and His
Descendants (1946)
Blaine Whipple, History and Genealogy of ‘Elder’ John Whipple of Ipswich MA: his
English ancestors and American Descendants (Trafford, 2003)
William Richard Cutter, Genealogical and Family History of Western New York: a record
of the achievements of her people in the making of a Commonwealth and the building of
a nation, 3 vols, vol 2 (New York: Lewis Historical Publishing Co, 1912)
Henry Burdette Whipple, A Partial List of the Descendants of Matthew Whipple, the Elder
of Bocking, Essex, vol 2 (1965)

We turned now to the possible source of the story of ‘Henri De V: Hipple’. The names
of those who fought at the battle of Agincourt have been gathered by modern historians from
muster rolls, sick lists and retinue lists (from the royal Exchequer); and also from historical
‘Agincourt Rolls’ which were earlier attempts to create a list, such as the late sixteenth-century
Harleian MS 782 (British Library), which was published in Harris Nicolas, History of the
Battle of Agincourt (1827). A database of names based on this last work, together with the
unpublished sources mentioned above, is published by the University of Southampton at
medievalsoldier.org. We searched this but found no mention of the name Hipple or anything
similar; nor did we find any reference to ‘De Vale’ or ‘De Suede/Suere’. (The surname Suede
did however appear, there being archers named John, William and Roger Suede.) In passing
we noted an archer named Robert Wraxhale:
Medievalsoldier.org
Agincourt database
Robert Wraxhale, archer, French Expedition, under Captain Montagu, Earl of Salisbury
1417 (Muster Roll: The National Archives E 101/51/2 m20)

We then looked at works on the origins of English surnames, particularly those published
before the 1890s. We searched the following:
M A Lower, Patronymica Brittanica: a dictionary of the family names of the United
Kingdom (London, 1860)
Mr Avenel, The Norman People (London, 1874)
C W Bardsley, A Dictionary of English and Welsh Surnames (London, 1901)
L G Pine, They Came with the Conqueror (London, 1954)
Ernest Weekley, Surnames (2nd edition, London, 1917)
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Ernest Weekley, The Romance of Names (2nd edition, London, 1914)
P H Reaney and R M Wilson, A Dictionary of English Surnames
(3rd edition, Oxford University Press, 1995)
Patricia Hanks and Flavia Hodges, A Dictionary of Surnames
(Oxford & New York: Oxford University Press, 1988)

None of these works mentions a surname Hipple, and only two of them attempt a theory of the
origin of the name Whipple. C W Bardsley (1901) cites three medieval references:
Richard Wiphulle, Wiltshire, 1273 (Assize Rolls)
William de Whiphulle, Somerset, I Edw III [1327/8] (Kirby’s Quest for Somerset)
Richard de Whyphull, Somerset, I Edw III [1327/8] (Kirby’s Quest for Somerset) 12

Bardsley suggests that the surname was ‘local, “of Whiphill” ’ but admits ‘I cannot find the
spot’. Hanks and Hodges make a guess that the name might have been a topographical
description of ‘someone who lived by a whipple tree’ (Chaucer refers to the whippletree which
is thought to be a species of dogwood, Cornus mas).
While undertaking this search in surname studies and dictionaries we also looked briefly
for references to the surname Whaples, since this was the name of the family (in Great
Waltham, Essex) from which the emigrant Captain John Whipple (born 1617/18) is thought to
have originated. No such reference was found.
Finally in this section, we consulted William A Shaw’s The Knights of England (2
volumes, 1906), which claimed to be ‘a complete record from the earliest time to the present
day of the Knights of all the Orders of Chivalry in England, Scotland, and Ireland, and of
Knights Bachelors’. There is no reference to anyone being knighted at the battle of Agincourt
(1415), or to any knight named Whipple, Hipple or Wraxall (or similar).
We have to conclude that the account written in about 1891 by Joseph Foster, and
repeated in various further publications ever since, was probably based on stories handed down
through the oral tradition, with very little basis in fact.

12
Kirby’s Quest for Somerset was published in 1889 and includes an Exchequer Lay Subsidy or tax list for
1327/8.
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2 & 3: Heraldic Visitations
Item (2), the brief genealogy of ‘Whipple of Dickleburgh’, is from Walter Rye’s Norfolk
Families (2 vols, 1911–15): Walter Rye (1843–1929) was a prolific Norfolk antiquary and
athlete. The Whipple extract is shown at Appendix A of this report.
Item (3) is a heraldic Visitation pedigree of the Whypple family of Dickleburgh, from a
work edited by Walter Rye, whose full title is The Visitacion of Norffolk [sic], made and taken
by William Hervey, Clarenxieux King of Arms, Anno 1563, enlarged with another Visitacion
made by Clarenceux Cooke, with many other descents, and also the Vissitation [sic] made by
John Raven, Richmond, Anno 1613 (London, 1891). This was published by the Harleian
Society as volume 32 in their Visitation Series; the Whipple pedigree appears on page 309
(hence the abbreviation on the pedigree, ‘Harl. Visit. p309’). The Harleian Society (founded
1869) specialises in the publication of heraldic and genealogical works, particularly Heralds’
Visitations. This item is shown at Appendix B of this report.
Coats of arms and crests were (and are) granted by letters patent, issued by the senior
heralds (Kings of Arms) under the authority of the Earl Marshal. They are hereditary and pass
down the legitimate male line of the original grantee. The practice of Heralds’ Visitations,
whereby Kings of Arms were authorised by the monarch to travel throughout their provinces,
to regulate and record the use of arms, began in the reign of Henry VIII. Coats of arms were
recorded, together with supporting pedigrees, using word of mouth and such documentation
as might be available. Other evidence such as church memorials would also be used. The
quantity and quality of such evidence would have varied greatly, and so did the skills and
aptitudes of the heralds, but Visitation pedigrees are an important genealogical source,
particularly in recording contemporary generations.
The final entries in the Whypple Visitation pedigree tell us that Frances, daughter of
Margaret née Whypple and her husband Christopher le Grise, was her parents’ only heir. She
was a ward of the King, which indicates that both her parents probably died while she was still
a minor. At this period, orphans who were minors and had substantial wealth, or who would
inherit a title when they came of age, were made wards of the Court of Wards and Liveries,
established in 1540 by King Henry VIII. This Court (which was abolished in 1660) took over
the administration of the orphan’s estate until he or she came of age.

9
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In a later work by Walter Rye (compiled in his seventies, when he was anxious to
publish his memoranda on such matters) we found the following entry:
Walter Rye, A List of Coat Armour used in Norfolk before the date of the first Herald’s
Visitation of 1563
(Norwich, 1917)
Whipple, of Dickleburgh. Old coat before 1576 said to be: Sa., on a chevron between 3
swans’ heads erased arg., 3 crescents gu., and to have been renounced in favour of a new
grant by Cooke of Az. a fess erm. between 2 chevrons arg. (B 424, and i, p. 497). A very
unlikely story.
- At Dickleburgh in 1601. Gu., a fess erm, between 2 chevrons arg. (v., p 321).

From the list of abbreviations in this work, ‘B’ refers to the publication Three Norfolk Armories
(1886), which was based on a transcript owned by Rye, made in 1753 from an earlier
manuscript. The references in roman numerals are to Blomefield’s Norfolk (8vo edition); this
was an ambitious county history by the clergyman and historian Francis Blomefield, who died
(in 1752 of smallpox) before he could complete it; the final volumes were completed by
Charles Parkin and published in 1775. We have not examined either of these works.
(Robert) Cooke (died 1593), to whom Walter Rye refers, was a very energetic and
ambitious herald who began his career as Rose Blanche Pursuivant in 1562 and became
Chester Herald shortly afterwards, rising to the rank of Clarenceux King of Arms in 1567
(hence the reference, in the Visitation pedigree, to ‘C. Cooke’). In that capacity, he made
numerous Visitations in his province of southern England to register coats of arms and
pedigrees. Cooke was criticised during his lifetime and by biographers for handing out arms
and crests ‘without number to base and unworthy persons for his private gain’, bypassing the
authority of the Duke of Norfolk, who as Earl Marshal had superior jurisdiction over such
matters. However, Cooke’s reply to his critics was that a decaying nobility might have envied
those of lower birth whose virtues outshone theirs. 13

In the case of the Whipples of

Dickleburgh (now known as Dickleborough), it appears that Robert Cooke sold the family a
grant of arms in 1576, upon which they renounced an older design. Rye deems this unlikely,
insinuating perhaps that this was a ‘new’ family who did not previously have the right to bear
arms. The Whipple family in Dickleborough was evidently using a slight variation of Cooke’s
‘new coat’ in 1601.

13

J F R Day, ‘Robert Cooke (d. 1593)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (2004).
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A drawing of the ‘old coat’, with the crest and motto, was published in the preliminary
pages of Charles H Whipple’s Genealogy of the Whipple-Wright, Wager, Ward-Pell, McLeanBurnett families (Los Angeles, 1917), as shown below:

We have not found any illustration of the less picturesque ‘New Coat’.
We consulted Burke’s General Armory. This was first published in 1842 and ran through
several editions until the final one of 1884. This contains some 60,000 entries, and drew for
its sources upon local armories, Heralds’ Visitations, county histories, and other genealogical
works. The entries for Whipple/Whipley and Whirple in the final edition read as follows:
Sir Bernard Burke, The General Armory of England, Scotland, Ireland and Wales,
comprising a registry of armorial bearings from the earliest to the present time
(London, 1884; reprinted, Baltimore: Genealogical Publishing Company, 1969)
Whipley, or Whipple (co. Norfolk). Sa. on a chev. betw. three swans’ heads erased ar.
as many crescents of the field.
Whirple (Dickleborough, co. Norfolk). Az. a fess erm. betw. two chev. ar. Crest – An
elephant pass erm.

11
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There is no mention of a motto, and we suspect that the French motto ‘Fidele et brave’ was
introduced to the family history in late nineteenth-century America, along with ‘Henri De V.
Hipple’.
The 1851 edition of Burke’s General Armory shows identical entries. The General
Armory was not an official publication of the College of Arms. Like earlier armories, it
includes coats of arms that were found to be in use, as well as those which have been officially
granted. It may be that a Whipley family was found using the same coat of arms as a Whipple
family, not necessarily with any authority to do so. It will be seen that the ‘new coat of
Whipple’, as recorded by Walter Rye in his edition of the Visitations of Norfolk, appears in
the General Armory under the name Whirple, and this is probably a simple error.
We also consulted General Armory Two (1973); this is a supplement to the 1884 General
Armory and comprises two sections. The first section contains entries compiled by Alfred
Morant from about 60 further sources; these entries were edited by Frederick Humphery-Smith
and his son, Cecil Humphery-Smith. The second section is an Appendix, compiled by Cecil
Humphery-Smith, of surnames that appear with coats of arms from ‘a further selection of
sources, mostly printed heraldic books which have been published since Burke and Morant
made their collections’. In this section the following entry appears:
Cecil R Humphery-Smith, editor, General Armory Two: Alfred Morant’s Additions
and Corrections to Burke’s General Armory
(London: Tabard Press, 1973)
Appendix, page 225
Whipple: Mt 85–Bn 178–Mc 6/465–

Unfortunately, no key is provided in General Armory Two to the abbreviations used in the
Appendix, and no list of the ‘further selection of sources’ is given. We discovered nevertheless
that ‘Bn’ refers to Bolton’s American Armory, in which the following entry appears:
Charles Knowles Bolton, Bolton’s American Armory
(C W Faxon: Boston, 1927)
page 178
Whipple Sa on a chev bet 3 swan’s heads erased arg as many crescents of the first.
Crest: a head of the shield
Engr. on a teapot by Hurd about 1750. Owned by the Cleveland Museum of Art

It thus appears that some American Whipples were using the ‘old coat’ as early as 1750, either
as a result of a further grant of arms, or unofficially. To establish whether any coat of arms
12
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has been officially granted since Robert Cooke’s grant of 1576, it would be necessary to
enquire of the College of Arms, which, unfortunately, is currently closed until further notice,
owing to the public health emergency.

13
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